COMMENTS OF THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSTITUENCY (IPC)
Release for Registration one .COM Domain Name with a Single-Character Label: O.COM
June 20, 2018
The Intellectual Property Constituency (IPC) of the Generic Names Supporting Organization
(GNSO) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the request to Release for Registration one
.COM Domain Name with a Single-Character Label: O.COM.
Executive Summary
In general, the IPC does not oppose the release of single-character labels at the second-level.
However, in line with historical IPC positions, any such releases must be subject to: (1)
applicable rights protection mechanisms (RPMs) developed for the new gTLD program,
including Sunrise and Trademark Claims, which must be applied to the release of any reserved
names including single-character or other short or otherwise premium domain names; and (2) the
same RPMs should apply to similar releases of otherwise reserved names in legacy TLDs,
including .COM. Accordingly, any release of O.COM or any other similarly-situated domain
names must be subject to a Sunrise period (either Start-Date or End-Date, per the registry
operator’s preference), and a mandatory minimum 90-day Trademark Claims service following
the Sunrise Period.
Comments
1. All Registry-Reserved Domain Names Must Be Subject to Applicable New gTLD
Program RPMs Upon Release
Historically, the IPC has insisted that all second-level domain names (SLDs) launched as part of
the new gTLD program be subject to the mandatory minimum Rights Protection Mechanisms
(RPMs) developed for the program, including the Sunrise and Trademark Claims services
supported by the Trademark Clearinghouse (TMCH) system. 1 In particular, the IPC has also
consistently stated that any SLDs initially reserved from registration by the registry operator, as
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permitted under the Registry Agreement (RA), 2 must be subject to the same RPMs as SLDs that
are not initially reserved and are made available upon the launch of any given TLD, including an
appropriate Sunrise Period and subsequent Trademark Claims period. 3 ICANN ultimately has
required all new gTLD registry operators to implement Sunrise and Claims services in
connection with any registry-reserved names it later releases. 4
Similarly, in a joint letter filed by the IPC, Business Constituency (BC), and Registry
Stakeholder Group (RySG), these parties made similar arguments concerning the proposed
release of SLDs on name collision blocklists – specifically, that all such names should be subject
to Sunrise (it did not argue for subsequent Trademark Claims periods, so long as the Sunrise
period was implemented for these names). 5 These parties reiterated this proposed approach in a
further joint public comment submitted to ICANN following its release of several possible
options concerning the treatment of released names from name collision blocklists. 6 ICANN
also ultimately adopted this approach as part of its Name Collision Mitigation Framework for all
new gTLDs. 7
The same rationale that applies in the context of post-launch releases of registry reserved names
and the release of names on name collision blocklists applies to the release of single-character
SLDs, or any other SLDs, that have to date been reserved by the registry operator (even if
pursuant to ICANN requirements).
2. New gTLD Program RPMs Should Apply to Legacy gTLD Operators Seeking to Release
Registry-Reserved Domain Names
Although the Sunrise and Trademark Claims mechanisms were developed and implemented
specifically in connection with new gTLDs from the 2012 new gTLD program, the rationale
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applies equally where a legacy gTLD operator is seeking to release an SLD which has previously
been reserved. The IPC has also consistently supported the application of new gTLD registry
requirements to legacy TLDs. 8 Accordingly, we believe that where a legacy gTLD operator is
seeking to release a previously reserved SLD, including single-character or other short or
“premium” domain names, the release must be subject to either a Start-Date or End-Date Sunrise
within the meaning of the Base New gTLD Registry Agreement, 9 and subject to a Trademark
Claims period of at least 90 days (unless the SLD is acquired by a legitimate trademark holder
during the Sunrise Period).
3. Any Release of the O.COM Domain Name Should Be Subject to Sunrise and Trademark
Claims Services
Thus, in the case of the requested release of the O.COM domain name, the IPC strongly urges
ICANN to require that the domain name be subject to Sunrise and Trademark Claims services as
described above, should it determine to permit the release of this domain name by the registry
operator. However, if and only if the O.COM domain name is acquired by a trademark holder
subject to the eligibility requirements of the TMCH (including delivery of a valid Signed Mark
Data file) during the Sunrise Period, the Registry Operator should not be required to also provide
a subsequent Trademark Claims Period.
_____________________________
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important topic.
Respectfully submitted,

Intellectual Property Constituency
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